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Recently, both Pfizer and Moderna announced they were
developing a combination injection utilizing mRNA coding
for the BA4/BA5 Omicron subvariant and new mRNA
coding for antigens contained in the influenza virus.[i]
Because the COVID-19 component is under Emergency Use
Authorization plus questionable unorthodox licensure meant
to provide the legal basis for a system of vast mandates,
limited animal studies plus no completed human trial data to
date, that component should be off the table from the start.

A recent paper from Chemaitelly and colleagues
demonstrated in the Omicron era, COVID-19 boosters had
unacceptably low protection against acquiring the infection,
and no valid study has ever demonstrated reductions in
hospitalizations and deaths.[ii]  To make matters worse, any
theoretical benefit from a COVID-19 vaccine would last < 6
months, so additional shots would be out of phase with the
other component of the combination product. mRNA coding
for influenza would be a new biological product not under
EUA, so it should have to go through the full 5-year
regulatory development cycle for genetic biologicals. It looks
like the vaccine companies are trying to shortcut this
development cycle by combining the non-emergency flu shot
with the EUA COVID-19 vaccine. Influenza A and B are the
cause of seasonal epidemics, and the segmented RNA genome
enables frequent antigenic changes. For this reason, the
seasonal vaccines are developed annually based on the
expected circulating strains of two influenza A viruses–
H1N1 and H3N2, and two influenza B viruses– Victoria and
Yamagata lineages.[iii] Because of the strain mismatches, the
effectiveness has been abysmal. Last year, Chung and
colleagues reported the influenza vaccine had 16% vaccine
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colleagues reported the influenza vaccine had 16% vaccine
efficacy which was statistically insignificant from zero.[iv]

Combining the genetic code for both the SARS-CoV-2 Spike
protein and conserved proteins of influenza A and B would
mean the installation of the long-lasting genetic code for
multiple foreign proteins in the human body. Production of
these proteins will induce an ongoing multi-pronged immune
response which is likely to create amplified side effects, above
and beyond each component alone, rendering even greater
incapacitation than we have seen with the COVID-19
vaccine alone. Dr. David Wiseman, Ph.D., former JNJ
scientist, and vaccine developer commented on the combined
vaccine product for NTD news. He made the case that safety
signals would be confused and impossible to sort out.

In the history of drug development, when a technology goes
bad and delivers side effects and fails to stop or ameliorate an
illness, that line of development should be dropped. In the
case of mRNA, the bio-pharmaceutical complex is hell-bent
on forcing these new products into large populations no
matter what adverse health consequences emerge. So, the
next time you are in the clinic and about to take another
vaccine, ask the nurse: “Does this vaccine have mRNA in it?”
If the answer is yes, then consider deferring or seeking an
alternative. Thus far, in this author’s opinion, there is no
mRNA vaccine that is either safe or effective. The Food and
Drug Administration implemented first an emergency use
authorization then an unorthodox licensure executed to
legitimate mass mandates at the federal state and local levels.
Links to both Pfizer-BioNTech Comirnaty and Moderna’s
mRNA -1273 are offered here and here respectively.
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Dr. Peter McCullough, a TrialSite advisory committee
member, writes on a joint Substack with John Leake. Check
that site out here.
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